





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The discussion of language in Buddhism has contributed to a theoretical
understanding of spiritual care. In theoretical studies of spiritual care in Ja-
pan, however, language has never been an issue. The existing spiritual care
theories offered by Kubotera, Oshita, and Kippes are based on care and un-
derstanding. This paper, alternatively, examines Nagarjuna’s Buddhist
teaching to consider spiritual care theory from the linguistic perspective.
Nagarjuna, who lived around 150－250 A.D., was a highly respected Bud-
dhist priest in India. Nagarjuna proposed the linguistic concept named “pra-
panca .” Our world is grasped by prapanca , which brings to us analytical
thinking and a blind passion for life. And, by prapanca , we cannot express
transcendental existence, the true world. Nagarjuna’s view of language
leads to all Buddhist beliefs, including Japanese Buddhism, Pure Land Bud-
dhism of Shinran. This teaches that human beings are burdened with kar-
mic evil and those burdened with karmic evil cannot escape from their
karma. Therefore, such Buddhist beliefs lead ordinary people to think that
they are unable to provide religious care for people; they are not good
enough to care for others like Buddha and high masters of Zen Buddhism.
Yet, those ordinary beings have blind passions, prapanca , just the same as
those suffering in need of care. Based on the linguistic view of Nagarjuna,
this paper provides a new perspective to the spiritual care theory with
Shinran’s Pure Land Buddhism.
Keywords : Nagarjuna, prapanca , spiritual care, language,
Pure Land Buddhism of Shinran
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